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Because communication involves both ·a sender of messages and a receiver of messages,· each

pe~son

couid influence

the other's feelings about speaking and· listening.

The

reactions of each member of this communication network will
determine how communication will flow in the future.

With

an understanding of the feedback system between speakers and·
ljsteners, researchers have designed management· programs
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which allow the speaker who stutters to develop a new pattern of speech which does not hinder his communication
efforts.

Fluency is the primary consideration, and normalcy

of speech is second.

One such program has been devised by

Casteel ( 1974).
In Casteel's stuttering management program a person
moves through four stages of speaking to be fluent.

The

client learns to sacrifice specific components of speech
.. and these components are systematica'ily reins·ta·ted while
fluency in reading, monologue, and dialogue are maintained.
Specifically, the purpose of this study was to determine if breathy and imprecisely articulated spee.ch (Stage ·
III) interferes with the speaker's ability to communicate.
The questions to be answered by this study were:
1.

Will the use Qf breathy and imprecisely articulated speech·(Stage III) interfere with the
listener's ·ability to communicate with that
speaker(

2.

Do listeners perceive Stage IIT speech to be as
pleasant as "normal" sp~ech?
I

3.

Do listeners find specific voice characteristics
of Stage III speech (breathiness and imprecise
articulation) attributed to their rating of
rrunpleasant"?
The experimental subjects, were seven adult male

"stutterers" who had received instruction in Casteel's
stuttering management program and were judged to
"good" or "excellent" fluent Stage III.

u~e

a

The. control

subjects were seven male "norma'l" speakers who were rated

3
by trained judges as displaying normal vocal

characterist~cs.

The control group was matched for age and occupation of each
subject in the experimental group.
The subJects were tape recorded while reading a passage
from Narcissus and Goldmund (Hesse 1968) and the recordings
were dubbed onto a second tape in a sequence determined by
entry into a table of random numbers.
Listeners, who represented a wide variety of backgrounds, occupat.ions ,_ and ages, evaluated eaGh speaker on
(1) his/her ability to communicate with.that speaker,

(2) the pleasantness of the

spea~er's

voice on .a scale of

·one to five, and (3) the specific characteristics that
attributed to their rating of four or five on the nunple<,3.Snntness" side of the scale.
The findings indicated that naive listeners have more
difficulty communicating with Stage III speakers than normal
speakers and that listeners do not find Stage III speech to
be as pleasant as normal speech at a statistically signiftcant level •. Listeners.were also able to identify the
specific characteristics of Stage III

sp~ech

(breathiness

and imprecise· articulation) from other non-Stage III
characteristics at a statistically significant level.

When

dividing the homogeneous sample into heterogeneous groups
of sex, age, and occupation, Stage III speakers were still
viewed to be-more difficult to communicate with than "normal"
speakers within each group •
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
The terms "stuttering" and "normal nonfluency" express
judgments made by listeners.

There is no test for deter-

mining the precise point at which speech repetitions st.op
being "normal" and become "stuttering" (Bloodstein 1970)·.
Thus, a definition of the act of stuttering not only
includes the speaker's dysfluency, but also the way in
which he and his

listener~

react to these dysfluencies.

Johnson (1955) regarded stuttering as the child's effort
avoid normal nonfluencies.

to

He believed that most ·normal·

young children speak
with . a considerable amount of repeti.
tion and other breaks

~n

fluency.

Adults differ in their·

standards of fluency and some react to the hesitant speech
of their children with unusual intolerance.

When these

children are taught by overanxious adults to feel tense and
fearful about their normal nonfluencies, they consequently
begin to struggle and strain in their communication efforts
in hopes of avoiding these nonfluencies (J·ohnson 1955).
The word "stuttering" is commonly employed to describe
behaviors which are done by a speaker; however, each listener seems to attach a different meaning to this term •. The.
attempt to establish estimates of listener fluency standards.

,,.,,,.-

...... - - . . . . . . . . . . . .

-

........_ _
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has been the subject of numerous investigations,

Bioodstein,

Jaeger, and Tureen (1952) asked parents of young stutterers
I

'

and patents of young nonstutterers to

,

I

ai~gnose th~

tecorded

spontaneous speech samples of twelve Ghildren, unknown to
them, as "stuttering" or "normal."

Half ·of the children in

the study were regarded by their parents as stutterers and
the other half were regarded as "normal."

The parents of

stutterers diagnosed both stuttering. and nonstuttering
children as stutterers significantly more frequently than .
the parents of
supports

nonstutterer~.

J~hnson's

o~

view

This

discrepa~c~

not ·only

stuttering, but also indicates

that listeners vary. in their judgment of "stuttering."
In a study (Williams and Kent 1958) to determine
.

.

whether listeners are likely to classify six different kinds
of speech interruptions as "stuttered" when
listen for stuttered

~nterruptions

inst~ucted

to

and, conversely, more

likely to classify the same interruptions as

"n~rmal"

when

instructed to listen for normal interruptions, researchers
concluded ·that listeners tended to "hear" ·the kinds of
interruptions for which they were instructed to listen.
Syllable repetitions and prolongations were

con~istently

identified as "stuttering," while revisions were more consistently responded to as ·"normal."
Boehmler (1958) instructed three groups of listeners
to classify each of 804 tape-recorded speech sample.s;

402

selected from the speech of stutterers and 402 selected from

/""'
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the speech.from normal speakers, as either being an example
of stuttering or nonstuttering.

Two of his groups of

~

listeners were trained in speech pathology at two different
universities and one of his groups was comprised of lay
listeners.

One of the groups of trained clinicians classi-

fied significantly more of the dysfluencies as "stutter:j..ng"
than did the other trained group, and both groups of cl·inicians regarded significantly more of the dysfluencies as
"stuttering 11 ·than did the lay listeners.
firmed the findings of Williams and Kent
that sound

a~d

This study con-·

(1958)

in revealing

syllable repetitions were labeled as stuttering

more often than revisions and interjections.

As evidenced

by these two studies, there appears to be considerable
variation among listeners in classifying dysfluencies as
either "stuttering" or normal breaks in fluency.

Supporting

these studies is a study concerned with the reactions of
kindergarten and second grade children to two different types
of dysfluency, namely interjections and repetitions, employed
systematically by teachers in telling stories.
Williams

(1958)

Giolas.and

found that syllable repetitions appeared to

be less acceptable to the children than were interjections of
vowel sounds such as "ah."
The number of units per repetition may constitute an
important criterion for many listeners in differentiating
"stuttering" from "normal dysfluency."

Sander

(1963)

inter-:-

viewed 240 college subjects
., concerning their reactions to

,,,..,.....

4·
the occurrence of single (Sa-Saturday) or double (Sa-SaSatu~day) unit syllable repetitions in the tape~recorded

message of an adult male.
~~

Results indicated if a speaker

uses a double rather than a single pattern of repetition of
'
8

syllable, his speech will more likely be judged as defec-

tive and that he will be judged as a

stuttere~.

Additionally,

a speaker can use up to eight single syllable repetitions per
one hundred words before listeners will label the dysfluencies as stuttering rather than nervousness or a loss of
words.
The speech fluency expectations of listeners seem to

1958,

vary with each listener; however~ research (Boehmler
Williams and Kent

1958) has documented that listeners

us~ally

identify syllable repetitions and prolongations more often
as "stuttering" than revisions and interjections.
Stuttering requires both a speaker and a listener
(Sheehan

1968).

When a stutterer is alone he reports little,

if any, stutte~ing (Sheehan

1968).

He is more likely to

stutter when he feels low in self-esteem, and least likely
to stutter when he feels high in self-esteem.

He is most

likely to stutter when he is in awe of the liste?er, when
the listener is a significant other person, when there is
some conflict in the'relationship, or when there is threat
of penalty for stuttering (Sheehan

1968).

To·stu~y

the

·effect of authority "role-demand," 32 adult stutterers read
passages to authority listeners and to peer listeners

<

: 5
(Sheehan, Hadley, and.Gould

1967).

Authority listeners were

Ph.D faculty.members introduced by title and peer listeners
were fellow college students introduced by first name.

,.

The

findings of this study were that stutterers have more difficulty. speaking to authority listeners, and t'hat they
demonstrated difficulty adapting to them over time.
Another study by Berwick

(1955) indicated that stut-

terers showed a significant increase in stuttering during
oral reading when the subjects read to the front-view
photograph of a person identified by the stutterer as a
"hard listener" as compared· to viewing the photograph of an
"easy listener."

Steer and Johnson

(1936) found that the

least stuttering occurred in situations in which there was
either a familiar audience (of one person) or no audience
at all.

The most stuttering

occu~red

in situations in which

the audience was unfamiliar or relatively large (two to at
least eight persons).

Stuttering appears to vary as a

function of the perceived status of the self, the speaker,
and of the significant other, the

listene~.

Successful communication always involves a receiver as·
well as a sender of messages.

A constant flow of visual,

verbal, and gestural feedback information tells the sender
he is being heard and understood.

When these signals

ceas~

or do not seem appropriate, fluency breaks and hesitations
tend to appear (Van Riper

1973).

To determine if the non-

verbal responses of listeners are altered when a speaker

<
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stutters, Rosenberg and Curtiss

(1954)

used a normal speaker,

who simulatea stuttering, to speak with subjects who were
waiting for a psychology experiment.

The findings of this

experiment indicated that when the speaker stuttered,

ther~

wo.s an increased duration of loss of liste.ner eye contact,
d

decreased frequency with which hand moyement was initiated,

and decreased total duration of other bodily movement.
Rarely.is the speaker who stutters aware of the actual
feelings of· his listeners.

(1954)

A. study by McDo.nald and Frick

sought to determine how one group of listeners com-

posed of store ·clerks felt while talking with a stutterer.
After having been asked a question by a severe stutterer,
the store clerks reacted with a written response.

The data

indicated that feelings of impatience, amusement, and
repulsion on the part of the listener will be encountered
only rarely by the stutterer, while feelings of surprise,
embarrassment, pity, curiosity, or sympathy will be expressed
by the listener.
Listener reactions to dysfluency conceivably can
contribute to the speaker's.evaluation of himself as a
stutterer.

Listeners tend to evalua.te a stutterer' s

disorder in the same way, the stutterer does (Van Riper
;.

1973).

':

If a stutterer's reaction to his stuttering indicates that
he feels it is distressing and shameful, his listeners will
also accept this evaluation.

Conversely, if a stutterer's

reaction to his speaking shows little dist!ess, the

c.·
.....

•
·7
listeners also will eventually share that judgment.
lim~ts,

Within

a stutterer can shape the attitude of his listeners,

and as a result, spare himself some rejection and punishment
(Van Riper

1973).

Several stuttering management programs have been devised
to instruct the person who stutters what he needs to do to be
fluent.

Although he will not be using "normal" speech and

will be fluent, he will not be stuttering.

The positive or

negative reactions of listeners to his fluent way of talking

l
I

may determine whether he will choose fluency.

Because of

the dynamic interaction between the speaker.and listener,
the listener's reaction to a stutterer's way of speaking may
determine the flow of communication in fu·ture interactions
for both members of this communication network.

Under-

standing listener reactions to fluent, but not "normal 11

.

speech, will help the stutterer in making choices about the
way he speaks.
I. STATEI"IENT OF PURPOSE

The purpose of this study was to determine if breathy
and imprecisely articulated speech interferes with the
speaker's ability to communicate.
The questions to be answered by this study were:

c

1.

Will the use of breathy and imprecisely articulated
speech (Stage III) interfere with. the listener's
ability to commun.icate with that speaker?

2.

Do listeners perceive Stage III
pleasant as "normal" speech?

spe~ch

to be as

.......... .--.... ..........

~-

.................. .----. .............. .-...
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3.

Do listeners find specific voice characteristics of
Stage III speech (breathiness and imprecise articulation) attributed to their rating of "unpleasant"?
. II. DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following terms used throughout this study are

more specifically defined below:
1.

Operant conditioning.

The process by which

previously neutral stimuli become associated with a reinforcement and thereby increases the probability of a response
or a class of responses.
2.·

Delayed auditory feedback.

speech is returned to a speaker's

e~rs

An instrument by which
a fraction of a

second after the time it would normally arrive.

3.

Nonstutterer.

A person who does not stutter or·

does not have a history of stuttering.
4.

Interference.

An interruption of the forward flow

of air for speech due to inappropriate tension brought to
a segment of_ the. speech musculature.
include a hard attack

~nd/or

Such interferences

stoppage on a sound or syllable

and/or repetition and/or prolongation of a sound or syllable.
Interferences may be present in "normal" speech.

5.

~

Dysfluency.

Same as interference.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Background of Stuttering
Management Programs
Traditionally; emphasis on the management of stuttering
has dealt with modifying and shaping the form of a person'· s
stuttering so that stuttering may occur without .impairing
the stutterer's communication ability or contribute to the
maintenance of stuttering.

Van Riper

(1963) is principally.

responsible for developing and teaching this fluent form of
stuttering.
program:

Five techniques are used in his management

cancellation, pull-out, prolongation,

light contact.

bou~ce,

and

Cancellation involves: repeating a stuttered

word after a short pause ideally in slow
longed sequence of sounds.

motio~

with pro-

It is slower, stronger, spoken

more carefully and consciously (Van Riper

·1973).

In a pull-

out, a stutterer first becomes aware of his inappropriate
contact and then voluntarily prolongs this abnormal posture.
Slowly he shifts to a more normal expenditure of energy and.
does not attempt to complete the word until the normal
synergy of movement can be reinstated.

Using the prolongation

technique, the stuttered sounds are lengthened.

A repeti-

tive form of easy stuttering (tension free) with no

signifi~

cant pause between syllables is characteristic of the bounce.

~*
~
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In a study of the social acceptability of the techniques of
pull-o~t,

prolongation, and bounce by Berlin and Berlin

(1964), listeners rated pull-out the highest, followed by
prolongation with bounce rated the least desirable.
Stutterers and clinicians preferred pull-out also to the
other patterns, but rated· bounce significantly more acceptable than the lay listeners.
Using light contact, the person who stutters strives
for proper coarticulation and for smooth shifts in the
motoric sequences, rather than sudden jerky ones.·

If his

tongue or lip contacts are very hard and tight, he should
He must be trained to recogniz~

attempt to loosen them.

what he is doing motorically and to compare that motor

o~t:

put against the standard pattern of a normal utterance.
Even though the first syllable may be slightly prolonged,
or the transition is elongated, or an easy, unforced single
syllable repetition is exhibited·, no avoidance or struggle
behaviors should be present if Van Riper's techniques are
properly implemented.
these

ti~y

Van Riper

(1973) does not belieV$

stutterings interrupt the forward flow of speech ·

and are not sufficiently noticeable to evoke either frustration or listener penalty.

Therefore, the person· under

Van Riper's program should work to modi'fy and to simplify
his stuttering and learn to stutter in an easy and effortless way.

,,.,.,--~

/:....

.

"'"··
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Several researchers·(Ryan 1964, Goldiamond 1965,
Curlee and Perkins 1969, Perkins 1973a, Ca.steel 1974) are
attempting to more closely approximate normal speech by
teaching a smooth flow of speech, with fluency as their first
consideration when dealing with the management of stuttering.
If speech is considered a psychomotor· response,. which is a
motor response that occurs under varying or changing psychological circumstances, then maladaptive speech responses are
·weakened th:rough the use of new speech responses (Gregory
1968).

An operant conditioning program employing learning
theory was developed by Bruce Ryan (1964) which used modified techniques of Van Riper's program including the
identification of stuttering behaviors, the establishment
of their modtfication through cancellation and .prolongation
and the increase of fluency using the modes of reading,
monologue, and conversation.

A transfer program was imple-

mented to use fluent speech in a wide variety of speaking
situations.

A

criterion of performance was set for each

step and reinforcement was provided after each correct
response.

Whenever the subjects emitted the designated

correct response, a clock, operating manually as a counter,
signalled the subjects with a click which indicated a
reduction in the length of time they were to read.
Goldiamond (1965) has used delayed auditory feedback
in establishing and shaping a new speech pattern during

<
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oral reading.

A novel way of speaking (usually speaking at

a very slow .rate or with vowel prolongation) is ·created by
delayed auditory feedback.

As the stutterer meets a desig-

nated criterion of fluency in his oral reading, the delayed
auditory feedback is then systematically reduced by 50 millisecond steps, which permits a concurrent increa.se in the
rate of utterance.

At zero millisecond delay, the point at

which delayed auditory feedback is eliminated, the new way
of speaking approaches normal speech.

Attemp.ts are then

made to transfer the fluency thus obtained into other
speaking situations.
Based upon the modification of procedures that used
delayed auditory feedback described by GoldirnD:ond (1965),
Curlee and Perkins (1969) implemented the -"conversational.
rate control" therapy.·

The stutterer begins conversing

with the clinician by speaking under a delayed auditory
feedback delay of 250 milliseconds.

He is. instructed to

decrease his speaking rate by prolonging syllables so that
his utterances coincide with the delayed feedback. · The
delay time is reduced by 50 millisecond steps until no
stuttering occurs at a zero delay.

Once the client has met.

the no-stuttering criterion at zero milliseconds delay, he
is instructed to use a slow enough articulatory rate and
short enough pauses to maintain freedom from instances and
expectation of stuttering and is removed from the delayed
auditory feedback equipment.

<

A transfer program is then

13
implemented to ensure the use 9f fluent speech outside the
~;linical . setting.

Some of the subjects sacrificed prosody

for fluency by using slow rates with monotonous inflection •
According to Curlee and Perkins

..

(1973), for severe stutterers

this trade-off may have some merit, but not all were willing
to accept it; therefore this form of fluency could possibly
be more unacceptable to some stutterers and listeners than
the original dysfluent speecµ.
The programs reviewed above dealing with the management of stuttering have not allowed the client to as.sume
responsibility for the way he talks.
certain "tricks,

11

He has

eith~r

learned

such as prolongation, cancellation, or

pull-out, which enable him to st.utter in a smooth, easy
manner or has simulated the speech learned on mechanical
devices which allow him to "control" his stuttering and
speak relatively fluently using a slower rate and prolonged
speech.

These new speech patterns may not be pleasing·to

the stutterer or listener, as indicated by Curlee and
Perkins

(1973).

Two programs have been developed recently

which enable a person to modify his speech patterns to maintain

fluen~

speech which closely approximates normal speech.

One of the two programs allows the person to understand why
he has interferred with his speech and thus to modify his
speaking patterns to obtain fluency.
programs follows.

~

A discussion of these

:
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Casteel's Stuttering
Management Program
The underlying philosophy of a stuttering management
program developed by Casteel

(1974)

is that the semantic

orientation a person develops to understand the way he
speaks

influence his success in changing his speaking

wi~l

patterns.

"Stuttering" is often a verbal blindfold that

keeps the person who stutters from realizing what he is
actually doing to interfere with his speaking (Sander
He often speaks of stuttering as something

tha~

1970).

"happens"·

to him, rather ~han something he "does" (Williams

1957).

In essence, he believes that "stuttering" is just "part of
him."

He is not aware that what he calls his "stuttering"

are behavioral responses· created by himself and .that he
himself i~ solely responsible for these behaviors (Williams

1957).
The person who "stutters" acts as if he believes there
is something inside him called "stuttering" that makes the.
words get stuck in his throat and that makes his breath
stop.

He thus builds up a variety of special things to do

to "help" the word come out or to avoid the "trouble"
altogether.

He may begin to tense his jaw muscles, hold his

breath, or tense his lips in order to ''talk without
stuttering."

These are the things a person does "to inter-

fere with talking," and thus, to interfere with the forward
flow of air (Williams

c·

1957).

15
The goal is to change the way the speaker talks, and
therefore, acts about his speaking so that ho does more and
more things that most people do when they talk (Williams

1957).

Understanding that normal speech involves such

characteristics as a general continuity of sound production,
a process of moving from sound to sound with no holding of
the breathstream and with no excessive tension in the throat,
jaw, lips, etc., will help serve as a reference point for
-changing the things he is doing which interfere with
talking.
Based upon this philosophy of stuttering, Casteel has
developed a program at Portland State University for the
management of stuttering .. The philosophical rationale for
the use· of this program are as follows:
1) hypertensive muscle action characterized interference of air flow in most stutterers; 2) the
stutterer has made incorrect choices in the way he
talks; 3) he has made these incorrect choices.because
he is not aware of what he is doing physiologically
when he stutters or when he is fluent; 4) the individual, historically, has not taken nor been credited
with the responsibility for choosing his speech
behavior; and 5) he is capable of learning to be an
efficient talker rather than only learning to be an
efficient stutterer (Casteel 1974).
Enabling the person who stutters to realize stuttering
is something he "does," rather than something that "happens"
to him, has been effectively promoted by the use of descriptive, active, and positive language as described by Sander

(1970).

Descriptive language will enable the person who

stutters to know what he is doing when he

~··
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inter~eres

with
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his talking, such as "I held my lips tightly together and
stopped the ·flow of air."

Active language describes what he

"did," rather than what "happened" to him.
not become . "stuck,

11

A tongue does

rather the person tensed some muscles

to interfere with the easy movement of the tongue and· the
flow of air.

Such words as "have" and "happen" imply a

passive helplessness and discourage the person who stutters
from accepting responsibility for his behavior.

The use of

positive language directs him to do the things that most
people do to talk normally, rather than what not to do.

A

statement such as "I need to let my lips be loose to permit
easy air flow" is an example of positive language.

As the

client learns that he has a choice in how he will use his
muscles for speaking fluently,.he.will begin to assume the
responsibility

f~r

his speaking.

In congruence with

Van Riper, Casteel believes the client should know what he
is doing motorically so the proper modification can be made
in the direction of smooth and fluent speech.
Normal speaking is characterized as being composed of
appropriate fluency, rate, loudness, pitch, quality, and
articulation (Casteel

1974).

In~tially,

the client is

trained to sacrifice,· or trade-off, in various degrees all
of these components other than fluency.

For this reason,

these trade-offs are often exaggerated at first to simplify
the discrimination task of

appropriat~ and

muscle tension brought to speaking.

~-

1
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As the client progresses through the four stages of
the program, the above vocal components are systematically
reinstated while fluency in reading, monologue, and dialogue
are maintained (Figure 1).

Specific criteria must be met

in each stage before moving to the next stage.

The client

and clinician develop a hierarchy of stressful situations,
in which the client moves through a series of successes in
the laboratory and in real life situations, beginning in
low stress situations and progressing to high stress ones.
Stage _I ("Stretch and Flow") is characterized by
fluency, prolongationaf words using· closed juncture, low
intensity, monotone, breathy quality, and imprecise articulation.

The.client primarily uses Stage I in the laboratory.

He learns to di9criminate between what he does to be fluent
and what he does to interfere with his flow of air.
Progressive relaxation is introduced in the early stages of
management so that he becomes aware of the degree of ten.sion
he brings to the task .of talking.
musculatur~

Over-tension of

t~e

speech

can interfere with air flow and so he learns to

make the appropriate adjustments to permit air to flow.
Stage II ( 11 Increased Breath") is characterized by
fluency with normal rate reinstated, but the client maintains
increased breathiness, closed juncture, relative monotone,
and loose articulation.

The client is first successful in

using this stage in the laboratory and then he uses it in
many low stress situations outside the laboratory.

~~
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Figure 1. Trade-offs in learning fluency skills.
- (Casteel 1974)
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Stage III ("Reduced Breath") is characterized by
fluency with loudness and vocal variety reinstated while
maintaining normal rate, but the voice remains somewhat
breathy and there is imprecise articulation.

·The client is

talking in Stage III outside the laboratory in middle and
high stress situations.

Casteel

(1974) observes that Stage

III is attractive to the client because normal rate, loudness, and vocal variety have been reinstated.

The client

is now able to make subtler adjustments in air flow and
associated speech muscle tensions.

Additionally, the

remaining trade-offs (breathiness and imprecise articulation) tend not to call attention to the speech, for the
sacrifices are minimal.
In Stage IV ("Easy Talking") all components are reinstated.

In this stage the person still has the option or

choice of talking anytime in Stage III or II because of a
dysfluency or a general uneasiness in a situation.

These

choices enable him to do the things he needs to do to talk
easily and fluently.

When the clinician observes that the

client is taking responsibility for his talking and is
making the appropriate choices to maintain fluency, clinical
contact is faded and the client is ready for self-maintenance.
Perkins' Stuttering
Management Program

"

I.,

A program for the management of stuttering that is
similar in some aspects to Casteel's stuttering management
program is that of Perkins, Speech Pathologist at University

/i'
:'\
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of Southern California.

This program is an outgrowth of

conversational rate control therapy (Curlee and Perkins 1969).
Perkins et al. (1974) found that when the newly acquired
speech patterns approximate "normal" speech, these speech
patterns are maintained for a greater length of time.

Their

observations agreed w~th Andrews and Ingham's (197lb) that
fluency alone is not sufficient to insure normal speech;
normal rate and prosody are also required.

Andrews and

Ingham believe successful treatment should enable a client
to speak normally and to use this speech to interact with his
environment in the same way normal speakers do.
for successful treatment are:

The criteria

(1) the speech must be withi~

normal limits, including no multiple repetitions, blocks,
prolongations or associated body movements and no tension to
interrupt the smooth flow of speech, (2) normal nonfluencies
of speech should be minimal, should increase with fatigue or
with excessive stress, and should be under voluntary control,
as with other normal speakers, (3) rate of speech should be
under voluntary control, and it should be variable within
wide limits, and (4) pitch, loudness, and rhythm should be
normal.

With this evaluation of the successful outcome of

stuttering management in mind, Perkins' most recent program
is based upon the premise that if a person's speech "breaks
down," he needs to know what he must control to get the flow
of speech back to normal.

The factors necessary to shape

normal speech include fluency, rate, breathstream, prosody,

~
...
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and self-confidence (Perkins 1973a).

When a dysfluency

occurs, it reflects the failure to achieve at least one, if
not all, of the other components of normal speech (Perkins
1973a).
Maintaining normal speech requires confidence in being
able to speak easily (Perkins 1973a).

The initial objective

of Perkins' program is to achieve normal speech in slow
motion (250 milliseconds of delayed auditory feedback) by
moving

throug~

Goals I, II, and III.

Once normal speech in

slow motion is shaped, the rate of progression from

Go~l

IV

through subsequent goals is determined by the stutterer.
He should proceed to the next step only when he is comf ortl
able with his speech at the slow rates required by delayed
auditory feedback and more importantly, when he is confident
he can maintain normal speech flow without uneasiness or

uncertainty (Perkins 1973b).
The specific goals of Perkins' program are as follows
(Perkins 1973b):
Goal I:
Goal II:
Goal III:
Goal IV:
Goal
Goal
Goal
Goal

V:
VI:
VII:
VIII:

Goal IX:

Establish Fluent Speech (using 250 milliseconds delayed auditory feedback)
Establish Normal Breath Flow
Establish Normal Prosody
Shift Responsibility for Talking at" Subsequent
Steps to St~tterer
Establish Slow-Normal Speech in Conversation
Incorporate Psychotherapeutic Discussion
Establish Normal Speech Rate
Establish Normal Speech Without Delayed
Auditory Feedback
Establish a Clear Voice

As the client begins to transfer his speech to daily
living situations, he evaluates his speech during each

~
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session using the Normal Speech Dimension Ratings form
(Figure 2) to determine if his speech is approximating
normal speech.
The procedures for generalizing normal speech in
Perkins' program are as follows (Perkins 1973b):
Goal I:

Prepare the Stutterer to Recover Normal
Speech When It Is Disrupted or When
Disruption Is Anticipated

Goal II:

Extend Stimulus Control of Normal Speech
to Daily Life

Goal III:

Facilitate Living Pattern Changes to Foster
Permanence of Normal Speech

Comparison of Casteel's with Perkins'
Stuttering Management Program
As in conversational rate control (Curlee and Perkins
1969), fluency is achieved in the Perkins' program by using
250 milliseconds of delayed auditory feedback.

The client

initially speaks at about 50 syllables per minute and his
rate is increased as the other dimensions of normal speech
are achieved and maintained.

Sl9w rate is a means of

facilitating coordination of phonation with articulation.
The prime objective is to establish confidence that when the
breathstream flows smoothly and continuously, speech is easy
and effortless (Perkins 1973a).

The client is dependent on

delayed auditory feedback for the first seven goals of the·
program; the responsibility for fluent speech then shifts
to the client.

In Casteel's program, the client assumes

responsibility for his

y;:--·

talk~ng

from the first clinical
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NORMAL SPEECH DIMENSION RATINGS
Fluency
(1) Optimal
Exceptionally
Fluent

(2)

(3)

Fluent, with Normal
Hesitations

Mild Stuttering

(4) Abnormal
Severe Stuttering

Rate
-(-4-)
Abnormal
Very
Slow

-

(-4+)

(1)
(3-)

(2-)

Too
Slow

Normally
Slow

Optimal

(2+)

(3+)

Normally
Fast

Too
Fast

---

Abnorm~I

Very
Fast

Breath Flow: Voice
(1) Optimal

Clear and Smooth

(2)

(3)

(.C) Abnormal

Breathy and
Smooth

Breathy and
Choppy

Constricted and
Sticky

Prosody
(1) Optimal
Exceptionally
Expressive

(2)

(3)

(-4) Abnormal

Expressive

Monotonous

Exceptionally
Monotonous

Self Confidence
(1) Optimal
Always Certain of
Smooth, Easy Speech

(2)

(3)

Generally Expect
Smooth Speech

Sometimes Expect
Smooth Speech

C-') Abnormal
Expect to Struggle
and Stutter

Figure 2. Normal Speech Dimension Ratings.
(Perkins 1973b)
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session and does not· establish fluency through the use of
mechanical equipment.

Rate is the first dimension to be

reinstated in Casteel's program, while speech continues to
be smooth and effortless.

The client will thus become con-

fident that he can be fluent at a normal rate of speaking.
Normal prosody is maintained even at the slowest rates
in Perkins' program.

Perkins (1973b) believes that if

fluency is achieved with monotone at slow rates, then monotone is usually required as one of the conditions necessary
to maintain fluency at faster rates; therefore, monotone
speech is not introduced.

Monotone is one of the speech

dimensions present in Casteel's program until Stage III
speech.

Vocal variety is then reinstated in Stage III

speech, while the client maintains fluency.

This is contrary

to Perkins' belief that clients will expect monotone to be
a necessary ingredient for fluency.
The proper management of breathstream is an essential
element in Perkins' program..

This m.anagement involves the

~

use of a soft vocal attack in which the vocal folds are
relatively relaxed to initiate phrases, maintenance of a
continuous air flow through the phrase, and vocal production
that is free of constriction, or tightness in the throat
(Perkins 1973a).

In the Casteel program exaggerated breathi-

ness is defined by -2 on the Openness of the Laryngeal Cavity
scale on the Jewish Hospital Voice Profile.

Exaggerated

breathiness is used in Stages I and II to simplify the

.~
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discrimination task of appropriate or inappropriate muscle
tension brought to speaking.

The breathiness is reduced

somewhat~in Stage III speech, as the client approximates
normal speech and maintains his fluency.

At this point he

is beginning to learn to use the proper amount of muscle
tension necessary to produce a smooth flow of air, resulting
in fluent speech.
Perkins allows easy repetitions to occur, which are
characteristic of normal dysfluency.

Ideally, each phrase

should have sufficient continuity in the air flow of the
voice stream and would sound almost as if a continuous hum
were going through the speech
flow (Perkins 1973c).

wit~out

any breaks in the air

In contrast, if a person interferes

with his speech, Casteel believes the person is interrupting
his air flow by bringing inappropriate tension to the task
of talking.

This is an indication that he needs to modify

one or perhaps more of the dimensions of normal speech to
reestablish fluency.

Dysfluencies are referred to as

"hard attacks" by Perkins and he feels they are the major
difficulty the stutterer has in the management of his normal
speech flow. (Perkins
1973c).
.
Both Casteel and Perkins manipulate the dimensions of
speech to achieve and maintain fluent speech.

In Casteel's

program, the client learns what he needs to do to talk
fluently and is aided by the use of descriptive, active, and
positive language.

~·

By identifying and describing what he is
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doing when he talks, he accepts responsibility for his
talking.

The client learns to be fluent ip Perkins' program

by manipulating rate, breathstream, and prosody.

The

establishment of the stutterer's confidence that he can
speak normally is a paramount prerequisite to the permanence.
of the newly acquired fluent speech pattern.
Listener's Perception of Fluent Speech of
Stutterers vs. "Normal" Speech
Determining whether listeners detect any difference
petween the fluent speech of stutterers and "normal" speech
has been the concern of some researchers.
sparse and· of opposing conclusions.

The research is

Wendahl and Cole (1961)

presented eight pairs of speakers, each pair containing a
fluent stutterer and a normal speaker, to a group of judges
who were undergraduate students in psychology.

The tapes

were edited so the speakers exhibited no dysfluencies.

The

listeners were asked to identify (1) which of the pair was
the stutterer and which was the nonstutterer, (2) which of
the pair used a more normal speaking rate, (3) which of the
pair used more force or strain while speaking, and (4) which
of the pair used a more normal rhythm pattern.

The results

of this study indicated that (1) stutterers are differentiated from nonstutterers when listeners were asked to listen
for a difference, and (2) .stutterers have a slower rate of
speech, use more force or strain, and have less rhythmical
speech patterns than nonstutterers.

,;
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Young (1964) replicated Wendahl and Cole's study
(1961), using the same tapes, but slightly different procedurcs.

Thirty listeners, most of whom were graduate students

in speech pathology, were asked to judge whether each phrase
was spoken by a stutterer or nonstutterer.

In this study,

·

listeners did not evaluate rate, force of speech, or rhythmic
patterns of each speaker, which would provide additional
cues in distinguishing between a .stutterer and a nonstutterer.
Instead of supporting Wendahl and Cole's conclusion, Young
found that fluent speech samples of stutterers were not
easily differentiated from the speech samples of nonstutterers.
Using

25

fluent stutterers and

25

nonstutterers as

their subj~cts, Love and Jeffress (1971) had.each subject
read a certain passage.

The speech was then analyzed by

electronic equipment to determine length of pauses.

They

found that pauses occur significantly more frequently in the
fluent speech of stutterers than of nonstutterers.

Love and

Jeffress (1971) concluded that ''the results of this experiment strongly support the view that a stutterer continues
to do something different from the normal, even when he is
not stuttering."
Attempting to understand this controversy, Few and
Lingwall (1972) conducted a study using 14 adult fluent
stutterers and 14 adult nonstutterers to determine if
listeners were able to ascertain which speakers were

.~·
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stutterers.

The listeners were graduate students in speech

pnthology and nudiology.

The listeners judged speaking rate,

cumulative pause time, and articulation rate on all speakers;
none of these measures distinguished stutterers from the nonstutterers at the

.05

level of significance.

None of these studies have discussed how the fluent
stutterers had achieved fluent speech nor what kind of
management program was invoke.d.

Despite this lack of infor-

mation, it should be noted there have been discrepancies of
r

listener judgments in distinguishing between the fluent
speech of stutterers and the speech of nonstutterers.
Perkins et al.

(1974) instructed listeners to evaluate

the speech of two groups of fluent stutterers, each group
having received a different method of treatment.

The

emphasis with 27 clients in group I was on control of rate
to maintain fluency through the use of conversational rate
control using delayed auditory feedback.
group II, which was composed of

17

The emphasis with

clients, was on control

of rate to facilitate normal management of the breathstream,
'•.

phrasing, and prosody, as well as fluency.

This group also

used delayed auditory feedback to help achieve the desired
fluent speech pattern.

The method used with group II was

Perkins' most recent approach to the management of stuttering, which is similar in some respects to Casteel's
program.

The listeners, who were undergraduate liberal arts

students, evaluated the speakers on the speech dimensions of

x----
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fluency, rate, and prosody.

Group I was judged as being

slower and less expressive than normal speakers, but as
fluent as normal speakers.

Listeners judged group II as no

different than normal speakers on the basis of fluency,
rate, and prosody.

This study seems to indicate that what

a person specifically learns to do to be fluent may be the
determining factor in how listeners perceive his speech as
compared to the normal speech of a nonstutterer.
Listener's Perception of Breathiness
In Stage III speech of Casteel's stuttering management
program, all dimensions of normal speech are reinsta.ted, ·
except quality and articulation, in which speech remains
somewhat breathy and loose in articulation, but fluency is
maintained.

The human voice assumes a breathy quality when

the vocal folds fail to approximate completely as they
vibrate and/or are overly relaxed, and a steady stream of
air rushes through the glottis and resonance cavities (Fairbanks 191+0).
The perqeption of breathiness in the human voice has
not been subjected to extensive investigation.

In the

following studies and observations of breathy quality, the
degree of breathiness in the voice of the speakers cannot be
determined.
Diehl and McDonald

(1956),

using one speaker, reported

that a simulated breathy voice communicated less information

;
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to listeners than a voice not exhibiting a breathy quality.
A 14-minute lecture on "Birds" was presented to a group of
listeners and afterwards, group members completed a response
sheet composed of simple recall-type completion questions
based on the lecture content and a rating scale in which the
voice of the lecturer was judged.

The lecture varied in

each of the groups in five voice quality types--simulated
hoarse, harsh, breathy, and nasal quality, and one free from
these.

On a pleasantness scale, the breathy voice was rated

as "average."
Voice quality is often associated with personality.
Addington (1968) found that increased breathiness in the
voices of male speakers were rated as being younger and more
artistic.

Females who simulated increased breathiness were

perceived as more feminine, prettier, more petite, and more
effervescent, while at the same time were perceived as being
shallower (Addington 1968).

On the other hand, Fairbanks

(1940) notes a "modern tendency in some circles to regard •
the combination of low pitch and breathiness as good voice
usage, particularly in women."
Clinically, Fairbanks (1940) stated breathiness is
often associated with weak vocal intensity and a lower than
optimum fundamental frequency level.

Ptacek and Sander

(1963) found that perceived breathiness decreased as a
function of intensity and increased as a function of
frequency.

At higher intensity levels, less breathiness

was perceived.

~T
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The Use of Imprecise Articulation
Van Riper

(1963)

used light contact as one ·of his

techniques in the management of stuttering to facilitate
proper coarticulation and smooth shifts in the motoric
sequences of speech.

This technique aided the stutterer in

learning to stutter in an effortless and smooth manner.
Imprecise articulation, the term by which Casteel refers to
"light contact," is used throughout the four stages of his
management program and is necessary in facilitating and
maintaining smooth air flow and fluent speech even outside
the clinical setting.
Summary
There appears to be a minimal amount of inter-judge
reliability in determining what constitutes "stuttering"
and what constitutes "normal nonfluency."

Listeners seem

to be somewhat in agreement in the type of interferences
commonly identified as stuttering, namely syllable repetitions and prolongations, while revisions and interjections
will more consistently be responded to as "normal •. "
Because communication involves both a sender of messages and a. receiver of messages, each person could influence
the other's feelings about speaking and listening.

The

reactions of each member of this communication network will
determine how communication will flow in the future.

The

listener may subtly react nonverbally to a speaker who
stutters and may feel embarrassment, curiosity, or sympathy

~
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towards that speaker.

The speaker may thus modify his speech

patterns in response to his listener's reactions.
With an understanding of listener judgment of stuttering and the feedback system between speakers and listeners,
researchers have attempted to design management programs
which allow the speaker who stutters to develop a new pattern
of speech which does not hinder his communication efforts.
Traditionally, these programs enabled him to stutter more
smoothly and easily, but in later programs, he learned to
speak at a slow rate using prolonged words.
detected this speech pattern as

be~ng

Listeners still

different from normal

speaking,·even though speakers were fluent.

Researchers then

turned toward developing management programs which maintained
fluent speech, but more closely approximated normal speech
through the emphasis on the management of the breathstream
and the manipulation of other dimensions of normal speech.
Listeners reacted favorably to this fluent speech of stutterers and the communication system can hopefully begin its
interaction again without the speaker directing unnecessary
attention to the manner in which he speaks.

~
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CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
I. METHODS

Selection of Subjects
Seven "stutterers," who had received instruction in
Casteel's stuttering management progrq.m, were chosen as
experimental subjects for this .investigation.

All subjects

were using Stage III speech fluently in medium and high
st~ess

situations or had progressed beyond that point into

Stage IV speech or Self-Maintenance.

The Stage III speech

of speakers were evaluated by three judges trained in
using Casteel' s stuttering managem.ent program (Appendix A).
Each judge was to rate a speaker's Stage III speech as
11

poor,u "good," or "excellent."

Examples of a "poor" rating

given to judges included an inconsistent use of Stage III
speech, use of Stage II or IV speech, or inappropriate use
of breathiness and imprecise articulation.

For a speaker

to be chosen as a member of the experimental group all
judges had to rate his speech as "good" or "excellent."
The experimental subjects' voices were evaluated by
trained judges using sections of the Jewish Hospital Voice
Profile developed by Frank B. Wilson

~·

(1971)

(Appendix B).
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Each Stage III voice was rated
scale,

11

11

1" on the Resonating Cavity

-2" on the Openness of the Laryngeal Cavity scale,

and "+2, 1, or -2 '' on the Pitch scale.
The subjects were male and ranged in age from 24 to
52 years.

One subject was chosen from within each decade of

the age range, except in the 20- and 30-year decades, in
which two subjects in each decade were selected.
Seven subjects

~ho

did not stutter nor had a history

of stuttering comprised the control group.

·They had normal

voices, as measured by the Jewish Hospital Voice Profile.
A normal voice was rated "l" on the following scales:
Openness of the Laryngeal Cavity, Pitch, Resonating Cavity,
Vocal Range, Rate, and Intensity.

They were males and were

matched for occupation and age within three years of each
subject in the experimental group.
Instruments
The Jewish Hospital Voice Profile was used to select
persons whq had normal voices for the· control group
(Appendix C).

Portions of this instrument were also used to

evaluate the voices of the Stage III speakers (Appendix D).
The purpose was to det·ermine if trained judges perceived any
deviant voice qualities which may have attributed to listeners'· evaluations of an "unpleasant" voice, even though this
voice quality may not relate to Stage III speech.

~·
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Inter-Judge Reliability
Two faculty members trained in using the Jewish Hospital Voice Profile served as judges to evaluate the voices of
the experimental group and the control group.
The Stage III speech of speakers in the experimental
group were evaluated by three judges trained in using
Casteel's stuttering management

progr~.

Listeners
Fifty-two listeners, ranging from 22 to
evaluated the speakers.

69

years,

They were selected from various

service or interest organizations within the Portland
vicinity, such as Sertoma, a garden club, and a medical
facility and represented a wide variety of backgrounds,
occupations, and ages.

Upon initial contact, the representa-

tivc of the group was informed that the researcher was a
graduate student in speech pathology at Portland State University and needed some people to listen to and evaluate some
taped speakers for a Master's thesis study.
I I. PROCEDURES

Recording Procedures
Each speaker in the experimental group read ·a
... selected
passage from Narcissus and Goldmund by Hermann Hesse (1968)

~

(Appendix E).

The speakers in the control group read the

same passage.

Before each speaker was tape-recorded, he was
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allowed to practice the

~assage

aloud.

The speakers· in the

experimental and control groups did not interfere while
reading the passage.

5.5

All 14 voices were tape-recorded at a

intensity level using an Artik tape recorder and at a

speed of 7-1/2 inches per second.

The subjects were seated

and spoke approximately 12 to 15 inches from the microphone~
Readings from speakers in the experimental group and
control group were dubbed onto a second tape in a sequence
determined by entry into a table of random nwnbers ..
Setting
The same tape was administered 1n various rooms to
groups of people at a speed of 7-1/2 inches per second using
a Sony TC-106A tape recorder.

The maximum nwnber of listen-

ers in each group did not exceed 18.

Identical instructions

were given to each group and the tape recorder intensity
level was set at a comfortable listening level.
Instructions to Listeners
Each listener was asked to list his/her age, sex, and
occupation on a separate sheet prior to receiving instructions about listening to the speakers.

The listeners were

then given verbal instructions by the researcher about the
procedures for listening to the tape prior to hearing the
recorded voices (Appendix F).

They were then given 14 rating

sheets, 1 for each speaker (Appendix G).
played 1 time for the listeners.

--

~
,

Each voice was

A male voice not included
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within the $Xperimental and control groups was played first
so listeners could determine a comfortable listening level
for the particular room in which they were located.
Section one:

Immediately after listening to each

speaker, the listener was to make a decision as to whether
the speaker's voice would interfere with his/her ability to
communicate with that speaker.
of the listener was:

The specific question asked

"Would his speech make it

~ifficult

for you to carry on a conversation with this person?"
listener responded by circling "yes" or "no."

The

If he/she

responded by circling "yes," the listener was to answer the
question:

"What aspects of his speech would interfere with

being able to carry on a conversation with this person?"
Section two:. The next task was to evaluate the
speaker's voice on the "very pleasant" to "very unpleasant"
scale of one to five.

If the listener rated the speaker

four or five on this scale, he/she was to complete Section
three of the form at that time.
Section three:

The listener made judgments about

specific characteristics of the speaker's voice as to why
he/she found the speaker's voice "unpleasant" to listen to.
Such voice characteristics included too loud, too soft,
monotone, somewhat whispered, pitch too high, pitch too low,
somewhat nasal voice, unclear speech, speaks too fast,
speaks too slow, and somewhat hoarse voice.

Out of the

multiple foils, the voice characteristics of ''somewhat

--
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whispered" and ttunclear speechtt were specific to Stage III
speech.

The listener checked the specific voice character-

istic or characteristics which accounted for his/her
original negative reaction to the speaker's voice.
Statistical Analysis of Data
Chi Square was used to establish whether or· not the
use of breathy and imprecisely articulated speech (Stage III)
interferes with the listener's ability to communicate with
that speaker at a statistically significant level.
In determining if listeners perceive Stage III speech
to be as pleasant as "normal" speech, Chi Square was used
to establish significance.

Ratings of "l" and "2" were

placed in a "pleasant" category, "3" in a "medium"

category~

and "4" and "5" in an "unpleasant" category.
Chi Square was also used to determine if listeners
identified the specific voice characteristics of Stage III
speech (breathiness and imprecise articulation) as attributing
to their rating of "unpleasant" at a statistically significant level.

The two specific

characteristi~s

of Stage III

speech on the evaluation sheet (somewhat whispered and
unclear speech) were placed in one group and the other nonStage III characteristics listed were placed in the other
group.

"~.~
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CHAPTER IV·
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I. RESULTS
The purpose of this investigation was to determine
if breathy and imprecisely articulated speech interferes
with the speaker's ability to communicate.

To determine a

speaker's ability to communicate using Stage III speech,
listeners reacted to this speech pattern by evaluating the
speaker on their perceived ability to communicate with him
and the pleasantness of the speaker's speech.

The speaker's

communication ability was thus inferred from the data obtained
of the listeners' ability to communicate with that speaker.
Fifty-two listeners evaluated the voices of seven "normal"
speakers, comprising the control group, and seven speakers
whose speech was breathy and 'imprecisely articulated
(Stage III), who comprised the experimental group.

Specifi-

cally, the questions to be answered by the study were:

-

,,.~-

1.

Will the use of breathy and imprecisely articulated
speech (Stage III) interfere with the listener's
ability to communicate with that speaker?

2.

Do listeners perceive Stage III speech to be as
pleasant as "normal" speech?

3.

Do listeners find specific voice characteristics of
Stage III speech (breathiness and imprecise articulation) attributed to their rating of "unpleasant"?

40
To determine if the use of breathy and imprecisely
articulated speech (Stage III) interferes with the listener's

ability to communicate with that speaker, Chi Square was
used on the results of the speaker evaluations.

As seen in

Table I, the listeners of this study would have difficulty
communicating with speakers using breathy and imprecisely
articulated speech at a statistically significant level
(p < .001).

Of 726 total responses by 52 listeners, 248

responses indicated difficulty communicating with Stage III
speakers as compared to 22 for "normal" speakers; there were

115 responses indicating not having difficulty communicating
with Stage III speakers as compared to 341 for "normal"
.speakers.

There were two unmarked responses by listeners
~

for this section.
TABLE I
COM1'1UNICATION DIFFICULTY WITH
STAGE III SPEAKERS

Stage III
Normal
Total

x2

=

yes

no

Total

. 248

115

363

22

341

363

270

456

726

301.18, p < .001, d.f.

=

1

To determine whether the listeners perceive Stage III
speech to be as pl.easant as "normal" speech, Chi Square was

,;

-r--~
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used.

Ratings of "l" and "2" were placed in n "pleasant"

category, "3" in a "mediam" category, and "4" and
"unpleasant" category.

"5" in

an

Table II reveals that the listeners

perceived Stage III speech to be more unpleasant than "normal"
~peech at a statistically significant level

(p < .001).

Of

724 total responses by 52 listeners, 3 responses indicated
Stage III speech to be pleasant to listen to as compared to
.179 for "normal" speech; there were 27 :responses indicating
. Stage III speech to be "medium" to listen to as compared to
140 responses for "normal" speech; and there were 332
responses indicating Stage III speech to be "unpleasant" as
compared to 43 responses for "normal" speech.

There were

4 unmarked responses by listeners for this section.
TABLE II
UNPLEASANTNESS OF STAGE I I I SPEECH

Pleasant
Stage I I I
Normal
Total
x

Medium

Unpleasant

Total

3

27

332

362

179

140

43

362

182

167

375

724

2 = 441.40, p < .001, d.f. = 2

Chi Square was also used to determine if the .listeners
identified the specific voice characteristics of Stage III
speech (breathiness and imprecise articulation) as attributing

~x--
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to their rating of "unpleasant."

Table III reveals the

listeners were able to distinguish breathiness and imprecise
articulation (listed as somewhat whispered and unclear
speech) as Stage III characteristics from other non-Stage III
characteristics (listed as too loud, too soft, monotone,
pitch too high, pitch too low, somewhat nasal voice, speaks
too fast, speaks too slow, and somewhat hoarse voice) at a
statistically significant level. (p
responses by

52

< .001).

Of 901 total

listeners in identifying the specific charac-

teristics related to the "unpleasantness" of Stage III
speech,

318 responses identified the two specific Stage III

characteristics and
III characteristics.

583 responses identified the non-Stage
Of 76 total

r~sponses

by 52 listeners

reacting to the "unpleasantness" of "normal" speech, 2
responses identified the two specific characteristics as
unpleasant attributes of "normal" speech and 74 responses of
non-Stage III characteristics were attached to the unpleasant
attributes of "normal" speech.

--~
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TABLE III
LISTENERS' ABILITY TO IDENTIFY
STAGE III CHARACTERISTICS

Stage III

Normal

Total

Stage III
Characteristics

318

2

32.0

Non-Stage III
Characteristics

583

74

657

901

76

977

Total
x

2

=

33.1323, p < .001, d.f.

=

1

II. DISCUSSION
The statistical analysis of the data of the three
primary questions indicated that naive listeners have more
difficulty communicating with Stage III speakers than with
normal speakers and that listeners did not find Stage III
speech to be as pleasant as normal speech-at a
significant level (p

sta~istically

< .001).

When the listeners were categorized into heterogeneous
groups (sex, age, and occupation) t~ determine if a specific
group responded differently than the total homogeneous
sample to the question of the communication difficulty of
Stage III speech, the data indicated that males and females
did not differ in their responses (Table IV); there were no
great differences in the responses of persons of different.
ages (Table V); and most occupation groups did not differ

,~-T~

_,._
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greatly from the results of the total sample (Table VI).
Two listeners were not included within the occupation groups
as one was retired and the other did not list an occupation.
In congruence with the total sample of listeners, all three
division~

of heterogeneous groups viewed Stage III speakers

to be more difficult to communicate with than normal
speakers.
TABLE IV
THE PERCENTAGE OF MALES AND FEMALES WHO PERCEIVED
THEY WOULD HAVE DIFFICULTY COM1'1UNICATING
WITH STAGE III SPEAKERS

Stage I I I

Males

Females

70%

67%

TABLE V
THE PERCENTAGE WITHIN AGE GROUPS WHO PERCEIVE~
THEY WOULD HAVE DIFFICULTY COM1'1UNICATING
WITH STAGE I I I SPEAKERS
Age

Stage III

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

62%

74%

69%

71%

52%

·-

~
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TABLE VI
l

THE PERCENTAGE WITHIN OCCUPATION GROUPS WHO PERCEIVED
THEY WOULD HAVE DIFFICULTY CO.MMUNICATING
WITH STAGE III SPEAKERS
Category

No. in Group

Stage III

Professional

6
9

Par~professional

4

Housewives
Office help

6
3

Salesmen

5

Skilled workers

4

Morticians

4

Social workers

5

Management

4

86%
86%
79%
76%
76%
68%
68%
50%
40%
39%

Medical professional

Observing the "unpleasant" characteristics attributed
to each speaker by t4e listeners, revealed that the "normal"
speakers who had received training and experience in being
an effective speaker, tended to receive fewer "unpleasant"
attribute judgments than the other "normal" speakers
(Table VII).

·~

-
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TABLE VII
UNPLEASANT ATTRIBUTE JUDGMENTS OF NORMAL SPEAKERS
OUT OF A POSSIBLE 572 RESPONSES BY 52 LISTENERS

Speaker No.
Characteristics
1

2

3

6

7

12

14

1.
2.

too loud
too soft

0

2

0

3

1

5

9

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3.

monotone
somewhat
whispered

0

6

3

4

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

3

0

0

0

2

0

somewhat nasal
voice

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

8.

unclear speech

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

9.

speaks too fast
speaks too slow

0

3

0

2

0

1

10

0

2

6

0

0

2

0

somewhat hoarse
voice

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

0

20

11

9

1

15

23

4.

5.
6.

7.

10.
11.

pitch too high
pitch too low

Totals

Such normal speakers (number 1, 3, and 7) were Speech
Pnthologists, who were matched for age and occupation of
Stag~

III speakers.

The three Speech Pathologists using

Stage III speech in the experimental group had previously
received treatment for their stutte.ring by instruction in
Casteel's stuttering management program.

The same favorable

listener reaction to Speech Pathologists using Stage III
speech occurred.

Two of the three Speech Pathologists

using Stage III sp_eech (number 4 and

9) tended to receive

~-
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fewer "unpleasant" attribute judgments than the other Stnge
III speakers (Table VIII).

Speaker number 11, who was a

salesman, received the fewest "unpleasant" attribute judgrncnts, but also received the greatest number of "too loud"
responses within the group of Stage III speakers.

Perhaps

the perceived increased loudness reflected in the tabulation
coupled with only one "too soft" lead people in general to
be more accepting of this Stgge III speech simply on the
basis of intensity.
TABLE VIII
UNPLEASANT ATTRIBUTE JUDGMENTS OF STAGE III SPEAKERS
OUT OF A POSSIBLE 572 RESPONSES BY 52 LISTENERS

Speaker No.
Characteristics

4

5

8

9

10

11

13

0
32
10

·o

0
5
25

4
1
26

0

37
36

0
17
23

32
0
4

24

5
0
4

13
0
1

1
1
4

25
1

13
27
1
29

13
37

14
20
8

19
39
9

17

7
27
42
0

2

5

1.

too loud

0

2.

too soft

).

monotone

35
13

4.

5.

somewhat
whispered
pitch too high

35
0

6.

pitch too low

7.

somewhat nasal
voic·e

7

0

11

25
27

7

speaks too fast

3
14"
4

10.

speaks too slow

3

6
19
3
3

11.

somewhat hoarse
voice

0

10

3

2

3

2

4.

114

119

181

110

133

83

161

8.
9.

unclear speech

Totals

2

---
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To determine members representing the experimental
group and members representing the control group,
Jewish Hospital Voice Profile was used.

t~e

Because Stage III

speakers would be doing some specific things differently
when talking than "normal" speakers, this group was evaluated
differently than the control group in some scales of the
Jewish Hospital Voice Profile.
receive a

~ating

of

11

The normal speakers had to

1 11 on the Openne·ss of the Laryngeal

Cavity, Pitch, Resonating Cavity, Vocal Range, Rate, and
Intensity scales of the Jewish Hospital Voice Profile to be
selected as a member of the control group.

The Stage III

speakers were only judged on the Resonating Cavity, the
Oyenness of the Laryngeal Cavity, and the Ptich ~cales.
They had·to receive a rating of "l" on the Resonating Cavity
scale, a "-2" on the Openness of the Laryngeal Cavity scale,
and a "+2, 1, or -2" on the Pitch scale to be a member of
the experimental group.
Range,

Rate~

They were not judged on the Vocal

and Intensity scales of the Jewish Hospital

Voice Profile.

To equally evaluate Stage IIJ speakers with

normal speakers, Stage III speakers should have also been
judged on the Vocal Range, Rate, and Intensity scales as the
normal speakers.
Stage III speech is characterized by breathiness and
imprecise articulation.
cp~ech,"

Listeners identified "unclear

or imprecise articulation, most often as an

unpleasant aitribute of Stage III speech (Table IX).

---·49
"Somewhat whispered," or breathiness, was ranked fourth
among the unpleasant attributes of Stage III speech
(Table IX).
I

l'

Beca~se

of the breathiness present in Stage III

speech, the vocal folds are more relaxed, thus acoustically
resulting in a somewhat lower pitch (Fairbanks 1940).
Murphy (1964-) stated that a monotonous voice is likely to
occur in persons speaking habitually at pitch levels which
are

unn~turally

low.

In section three of the speaker evalu-

ation form, monotone was ranked second among the characteristics which listeners attributed to their unpleasantness
rating of Stage III speech (Table IX).

The lowered pitch

caused by the addition of breathiness most, likely restricted
the Stage III speaker's vocal range and attributed to the
listeners' "unpleasantness" ratings of Stage III speech.
TABLE IX
TOTAL NUMBER OF LISTENER IDENTIFICATIONS
OF UNPLEASANT ATTRIBUTES OF ALL
STAGE III SPEAKERS
No. of Listener
Responses

Characteristic
Unclear speech •
Monotone • • • •
Too soft
Somewhat whispered •
Somewhat nasal voice •
Speaks too fast • • •
Speaks too slow
Pitch too low
Somewhat hoarse voice
Too loud • • •
Pitch too high ••

183
160
152
135

75
69
59

..

38
24
4

2

-·
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Breathiness is often associated with weak vocal
intensity (Fairbanks 1940).

Reduced intensity could be

I

considered a·· secondary characteristic of Stage III speech.
Listeners ranked the voice characteristic "too soft" in
section three of the speaker evaluation form third among the
characteristics which attributed to their unpleasantness
ratings of Stage III speech (Table I~).
Listeners had a little more difficulty pinpointing
"somewhat whispered" as being a characteristic of Stage III
speech than "unclear speech."

They identified the voice

characteristics of "monotone" and "too soft" as higher
ranking attributers to the unpleasantness of Stage III
speech than breathiness, or "somewhat whispered."

Because

"monotone" .and "too soft" are indirectly related to the
breathiness present in Stage III speech, it can be concluded
that listeners had more difficulty identifying "breathiness"
as a characteristic of Stage III speech than in the identification of imprecise articulation as a characteristic of
Stage III speech.
The results of this study indicated listeners would
have

diffic~lty

communicating with· Stage III speakers and

that listeners did not find Stage III speech to be as
pleasant as normal speech.

It must be observed that the

person using Stage III speech is modifying specific dimensions of normal speech to be· fluent and has not reached the
final step of the program.

The primary goal of each stage
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within Casteel's

st~ttering

management program is to be

fluent, rather than ·to use "normal" speech.

Speakers using

Stage III speech.have chosen fluent speech rather than stuttering •. Stage. IV, or easy talking, more closely approximates
normal speech patterns.

This manner of speaking might be

more pleasing to the listener and easier to communicate with
than Stage III. speech.
Listen~r

judgment of a fluent speech pattern which

approximates normal speech has been the concern of
Perkins et al. in several studies (1974)~

Listeners judged

speakers in the final step of his most recent management.
program to be no different than normal speakers on the basis
of fluency, rate, and prosody.

The results of this study

cannot be compared· .to Perkins et al. (1974) ·because the
subjects in their experiment had completed the stuttering
management program, while the subjects in .this study were
still in the modification .process of fluency.

In one of Perkins' stuttering management programs
(Curlee and Perkins 1973)., some of the subjects sacrificed
prosody for fluency by using slow rates with monotonous
inflection.

Curlee and Perkins (1973) observed that for

severe stutterers this trade-off may have some merit, but
not all would be willing to accept it.
who

stu~ters

may be doing

somet~ing

Even though a person

different from normal

speaking to remain fluent, he still risks social ostracization.

When a speaker has the choice of stuttering or being

,

__
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fluent by means of using, a. manner of speaking that varies
somewhat from "normal" speech, he will most likely choose
the manner of speaking which evokes the least amount of
listener penalty.

~-'

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND Il'1PLICATIONS
I. SU1'11'1ARY
Because communi.cation involves both a sender of messages and a receiver of messages, each person could influence
1

the otheris feelings about speaking and listening.

The

reactions of each member of this communication network will
determine how communication will f'low in the future.

\rli th

an understanding of ·the feedback system between speakers and
listeners., researchers have attempted to design

manageme~t

programs which allow the speaker who stutters to develop a
new pattern of speech which does not hinder his communication
efforts.

Fluency is the primary consideration, and normalcy

of speech is second.
In Casteel's stuttering management program, a person
moves through four stages of speaking to be fluent.

The

client learns to sacrifice specific components' of speech
and these components are systematically reinstated while
fluency in reading, monologue, and dialogue are maintained.
Specifically, the purpose of this study was to
determine if breathy and imprecisely articulated speech
(Stage III) ·interferes with the speaker's ability to

·~~~-
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communicate.

The questions to be answered by this study

were:
1.

\.lil:).. the u'Se of breathy and imprecisely articulated
speech (Stage III) interfere with the listener's
ability to communicate·with that speaker?

2.

Do listeners perceive Stage III speech to be as
pleasant as "normal" speech?

3.

Do listeners find specific voice characteristics of
Stage III speech (breathiness and imprecise articulation) attributed to their rating of "unpleasant"?
The subjects were 7 male "stutterers" who had received

instruction in Casteel's stutter.ing management program and
were judged to use a "good" or "excellent" fluent Stage III
and,7 male "normal" speakers, who received a "l" on specific
scales of the Jewish Hospital Voice Profile by trained
judges.

The control group was matched for age and occupation

of each subject in the experimental group.
The subjects were tape-recorded while reading a ·passage
from Narcissus and Goldmund (Hesse 1968) and were dubbed onto
a second tape in a sequence determined by entry into a table
of random numbers.
Listeners, who represented a wide variety of backgrounds, occupations, and age, evaluated each speaker on
(1) their ability to communicate with that speaker, (2) the
pleasantness of the speaker's voice on a scale of one to
five, and (3) the specific characteristics that attributed
to their rating of four or five on the "unpleasantness"
side of the scale.

""""' .. ~
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The findings indicated that naive listeners would have
more difficulty communicating with Stage III speakers than
normal speakers and that listeners did not find Stage III
speech to be· as pleasant as normal speech at a statistically
significant level.

Listeners were also able to identify the

specific characteristics of Stage III speech (breathiness and
imprec~se

articulation) from other non-Stage III character-

istics at a statistically significant level.

When breaking

down the homogeneous sample into heterogeneous groups of
sex, age, and occupation, Stage III speakers

wer~

still

viewed to be more difficult to communicate with than "normal"
speakers within each group.
II. I1'1PLICATIONS
Clinical
The conclusions of this study seem to indicate that
stutterers who are fluent, but are doing something different
from normal speaking, may still be penalized by their
listeners.

Probably the person previously has been socially

ostracized by his listeners for stuttering and so took
initiative to change his speech patterns.

When he discovers

that he can do specific things to be.fluent, he
the choice between stuttering and fluency.

mu~t

make

He will most

likely choose the manner of speaking which evokes the least
amount of listener penalty.

If he is successful using

Stage III speech in situations in which he previously

..___
_

..............
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stuttered, he will probably continue to build upon these
successes by using Stage III speech in more situations.
Research
A similar replication of this study comparing Stage IV
speech to normal speech would be suggested, as Stage IV
speech more closely approximates normal speech.

Stutterers

completing the program would be using Stage IV speech to
maintain fluency in most or all speaking situations.
-To determine w.hether fluent, but not normal speaking·,
or dysfluent speech evokes the greatest listener penalty,
this study could be conducted u·sing fluent Stage III
speakers and dysfluent Stage III speakers, fluent Stage III
speakers and dysfluent speakers not involved with Casteel's
stuttering management program, fluent Stage IV speakers and
dysfluent Stage IV speakers, or fluent Stage IV speakers and
dysfluent speakers not involved with Casteel's
management program.

st~ttering

As an additional part of the study, it

would be interesting to determine if listeners identified
Stage III or IV speakers as stutterers.
The experimental subjects matched against the normal
speakers should be evaluated on the same scales of the
Jewish Hospital Voice Profile.

As a result, voice character-

istics, such as slow rate or nasality, which are not specific
to Stage III or IV speech, could not be attributed to an
"unpleasant" rating.

.....

____
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS TO JUDGES
Evaluating Stage III Speakers
You will hear several.

speak~rs

using Stage III speech.

After each speaker, rate his Stage III speech as "poor,"
"good," or "excellent."

Examples of a "poor" rating might

I

! .

be indicative of an inconsistent use of Stage III speech,
use of Stage II or IV speech, or inappropriate use of
breathiness and imprecise articulation.

If you rated the

speaker's Stage III speech as "poor," please list the chief
reason or reasons for the "poor" rating •
. There are to be no interferences in the speaker's
speech.
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Th$ Jewish Hospital Voice Profile was developed by
Frank B. Wilson (1971) as a descriptive approach to define
voice deviations.

The characteristics of voice that will

often be changed during management are described.
At the top of the Voice Profile sheet there is a
·section for "identifying information" and a brief statement
of case history.

In the upper right-hand corner of the

profile, the section called "Voice Severity" is used to
describe on a comparative basis the voice as.it affects the
clinician.

A rating of "l" means the problem is barely

perceptible; a "7" means the problem.significantly interferes with communication.
The Laryngeal Cavity scale, line A, deals with the
open and closed portion of the vocal folds.

At the extreme

left, -4 would mean the folds are totally open.

To the

extreme right of line A, +3 represents extreme tension,
with inability of the individual to sustain normal vocal
fold vibration.

Between these extremes, moving from left to

right, -3 represents the production of ·a whisper and -2
represents breathiness which generally is characterized by
turbulence and some friction.
by 1.

A normal voice· is represented

The +2 side represents a voice which is characterized

by much tension.
The Pitch scale, .line B, is primarily a social judgment.

The rating of +3 at the high and -3 at the low

denote those pitches which are sufficiently deviant to cause

........
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the individual to lose sexual identity if this judgment
alone is made on voice.

Minus 2 and plus 2- represent

deviations of' pitch that cause concern primarily on the part
of the critical 'listener, usually the speech clinician.
Under the section Resonating Cavity, line C, -2 represents the voice with a lack of nasal resonance in the production of normally nasalized sounds.
·+2 represents

as~imilation

One represents normal,

nasality, +3 represents nasali-

zation of vowels with some shading of a nasal nature to the
.consonants, and +4 represents nasality of all sounds with
frequent nasal distortions of consonant sounds.
The Rate, Intensity, and Vocal Range sections are
additional components of voice which the Jewish Hospital
Voice Profile lists.

On the Rate sc.ale, -2 is designated

as slow, 1 as normal, and +2 as fast.

On the Intensity

scale, -2 is designated as soft, 1 as normal, and +2 as
loud.

Monotone is represented by -2 on the Vocal Range

scale, 1 as normal, and +2 as variable pitch.
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APPEi'JDIX C
INSTRUCTIONS TO JUDGES
Evaluating Voice of Control Group
You will hear several speakers.

Using the sections

of the Openness of the Laryngeal Cavity, Pitch, Resonating
Cavity, Vocal Range, Rate, and Intensity on the ·Jewish
Hospital Voice Profile, evaluate each speaker's voice.
· Note any comments.

,_

APPENDIX D
INSTRUCTIONS T.O JUDGES
Evaluating Voice Quality of
Stage III Speakers
You will hear several speakers using Stage III speech.
Using the Openness of the Laryngeal Cavity, Pitch, and
·Resonating Cavity scales on the Jewish Hospital Voice Profile,
evaluate each speaker's voice.

Note any comments.
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APPENDIX E
SELECTED READING PASSAGE
Much rain, much snow had fallen. on Goldmund.

·One day

he climbed uphill through a sparse beech forest already
light green with buds.

From the mountain ridge he saw a

new landscape lying at his feet; it gladdened his eyes and
a flood of expectations, desires, and hopes gushed through
his heart.

For several days he had known that he was close

to this region; he had been looking forward to it.

Now,

during this noon hour, it came as a surprise and his first
visual impression confirmed and strengthened his expectations (Hesse 1968).
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APPENDIX F
INSTRUCTIONS TO LISTENERS
Please list your age, sex, and occupation on· the
front page of the sheets you have.

Do this and then turn

the page.
You will hear several speakers reading the same passage.

Listen carefully to each speaker, as you will only

be able to hear each speaker once.

After listening to each

speaker answer the question in Section one:

"Would his

speech ·make it difficult for you to carry on a conversation
with this person?" by circling "yes" or "no.u

If you

responded by circling "yes," answer the question "What
aspects of his speech would interfere with being able to
carry on a

conversat~on

with this person?" in the space

provided.
Next complete Section two by rating the speaker as
being "pleasant" o;r "unpleasant" to listen to by circling
a number from one to five on your sheet.

"One" represents

"very pleasant" to listen to and "five" represents "very
unpleasant" to listen to.

If you rated the. speaker a four

or five, please complete Section three.
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In Section three check which voice characteristic or
characteristics

con~ributed

to your rating of four or five.

I

Going down the list, these include:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

too loud
too soft
monotone
somewhat whispered
pitch too high
pitch too low
somewhat nasal voice
unclear speech
speaks too fast
speaks too slow
somewhat hoarse voice
Be sure to use a new sheet for each speaker.

. APPENDIX G
LISTENER EVALUATION OF SPEAKER SHEET
Section 1 -- CIRCLE ONE
Would his speech make it difficult for you to carry on a
conversation with this person?
NO

YES

If YES, what aspects of his speech would interfere with being
able to carry on a conversation with this person?

Section 2 ·-- CIRCLE ONE
2.

1

3

very pleasant

4

5
very unpleasant

IF YOU RATED THIS SPEAKER 4 OR 2, COMPLETE SECTION 3 BELOW

Section 3
Check which voice characteristic or characteristics that
attributed to your rating of 4 or 5 above.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

too loud
too soft
monotone
somewhat whispered
pitch too high
pitch too low
somewhat nasal voice
unclear speech
speaks too fast
speaks too slow
somewhat hoarse voice

